


The Hotel
The Hotel is situated on Blackpool Promenade with stunning views of 
the coastline. It is along the Promenade which is famously known as 

the Golden Mile.

This high spec boutique style building will feature apart rooms along  
with superior hotel rooms, many featuring sea views and balconies 

looking out towards the coastline

Investment Highlights
10% for 10yrs (Pre-launch NET yield at 12%)

Prices starting from £34,995 for rooms

Prices starting from £52,995 for apartment rooms

Optional buyback starting in year 5 at 110%

5 days accommodation to investors each year for the first 5yrs

Immediate returns



Blackpool
Blackpool is the most popular seaside resort in the UK. The town is 

located on the Lancashire coast, about 28 km from Preston and about 
65 km from Manchester. The town became a popular resort during 
the 19th century when it was connected by rail to much of northern 

England. Today, it attracts about 12 million people each year.

There’s nothing quite like a day at the seaside, and Blackpool is one 
of the best beach resorts you will find in the UK, it boasts three piers 
which cannot be found in any other British beach resort. It was even 
recently awarded its first ever Blue Flag, putting it on par with other 

world-renowned sites including the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Pacific coastline.

The famous 158-metre high Blackpool Tower opened in 1894 and was 
modelled on the Eiffel Tower in Paris. The landmark is illuminated by 

about 10,000 light bulbs. Blackpool’s famous Pleasure Beach has over 
40 rides and attractions and is one of the UK’s most visited tourist 
attractions. It has one of the highest rollercoasters in the country, 

with a 65-metre drop. Other well-known attractions in the town 
include the Zoo, Stanley Park and The Sandcastle water park, which is 

one of the UK’s largest indoor water parks.



Why Invest 
 In Blackpool

Blackpool is tipped to become the “Las Vegas of the North” after a 
massive £100 million makeover was unveiled in 2018. The huge cash 

injection from regional and government funds will “breathe new life” 
into the Lancashire town’s shops, hotels and infrastructure. This will 
bring in thousands more visitors per year who will be looking for the 

perfect hotel to stay in during their trip. 

A £1 billion Growth & Prosperity Programme is taking place across 
Blackpool with major regeneration schemes in the town centre - 

the new Central Leisure Quarter and Blackpool Airport Enterprise 
Zone. Over £570m has already been invested in the past decade 

to transform Blackpool, and town leaders are dedicated to 
implementing the next phase of development with new town centre 

schemes that will continue to transform and revitalise the city. 

The demand for hotels in Blackpool is extremely high as so many 
people visit the city year after year, and it’s clear to see why! With 
so much to do and see in Blackpool it is expected that the city will 

continue to thrive and welcome more and more visitors.



New Plans for Blackpool
Plans for the biggest single investment in Blackpool for more than 
a century have been unveiled. The £300 million Blackpool Central 

Leisure Development will bring world-class visitor attractions 
to a landmark site on the famous Golden Mile. A range of indoor 

attractions will be built, including the UK’s first flying theatre, the 
world’s first multimedia exhibition of its kind and the most advanced 
virtual reality experience on an epic scale Blackpool’s Sea Life Centre 

and Madame Tussauds will be incorporated into the project. The 
development will also include new hotels, restaurants, food market, 

event square, residential apartments and multi-storey parking. Work 
on the current Central Station site in the heart of the town, just a 

short walk from the famous Golden Mile could start as early as 2020.

The council believes the development will attract 600,000 extra 
visitors and create 1,000 jobs. Previously the site has been the focus 

of several high-profile scheme, such as the failed Las Vegas-style 
super-casino and Snowdome. The new plans are the work of UK-

based development firm Nikal Ltd and Media Invest Entertainment of 
Austria. Blackpool council will provide the land but will not contribute 
financially. The project is being funded entirely by the private sector.



The Blackpool Central Project
the first major phase of the project will incorporate several key 

components including:
 

Enabling Work: This will provide a new multi-storey car park with 
more than 1000 spaces replacing the existing open air car park as well 

as new coach-drop off facilities.

The UK’s first Flying Theatre: An extraordinary attraction that  
will provide an unparalleled flying sensation. The indoor theatre  

will be fully immersive with on-board special effects including wind, 
fog, water and scents, with state-of-the-art projection and  

surround sound.

Virtual Reality Experience: The most advanced VR experience on an 
epic scale with free-roam, multi-player capability, body tracking, and 

motion simulators for unmatched realism in game-play.

Greatest Mysteries: The world’s first multimedia exhibition of its 
type exploring extra-terrestrial influences on the great ancient 

civilisations. A fully-immersive educational and entertaining 
experience created with leading-edge technology.

Adventure Land: Expansive indoor family entertainment centre 
incorporating a series of physical and mental challenges including 

free-fall hang gliding, rope courses, adventure trails and interactive 
climbing walls.

Thrill & Gaming Zone: Fully-themed gaming zone, with thrill  
and family rides, arcade games, laser tag arena, bounce park and 

bumper cars.

Alien Diner: Themed bar and event restaurant concept with “roller 
coaster” service, hourly special effects shows and exploration tours.



Quick Facts
Blackpool is named as 2nd best seaside postal area to be a landlord.

After London, Blackpool is the second most visited place in Britain.

Over 1 million light bulbs are used to illuminate Blackpool’s seafront.

The Golden Mile is actually 1.6 miles long.



Why Invest In Hotel Rooms
The hotel industry is one of the biggest and fastest growing 

industries in the world; hotel room investments provide investors 
with a great opportunity to buy a hands-off investment as the  
room will be managed by the hotel who are responsible for its  

day-to-day running.

Hotel Room investments allows investors a chance to get a piece  
of the UK’s most profitable buy-to-let advantages at low entry prices 

and higher yields than an average buy-to let. Hotels are one of the 
fastest growing forms of investment on the global property  

market right now.



Map
Travelling

2.5 hours by train to London 
3.5 hours by car to London

1.05 hours by train to Manchester
40 mins by car to Manchester
1.30 hours by train to Liverpool 

50 mins by car to Liverpool
 

Nearby 
1 - Blackpool North Station – 1.1 miles 

2 - Northern Pier – 1.2 miles
3 - Grand Theatre – 1.3 miles

4 - Blackpool Tower – 1.3 miles
5 - Sealife Centre – 1.5 miles

6 - Central Pier – 1.6 mile
7 - Madame Tussauds – 1.6 miles 

8 - Opera House – 1.9 miles
9 - Stanley Park – 2.3 miles
10 - South Pier – 2.7 miles 

11 - Sandcastle Water Park – 2.8 miles 
12 - Pleasure Beach – 3 miles 
13 - Blackpool Zoo – 3.2 miles
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Quotes
Gladfish say: An investment in a hotel room now is an investment in a 

booming industry which is forecast to continue to grow.

Martin Rogers, head of UK hotel transactions at Savills, comments: 
The UK hotel market remains attractive to both domestic and 

overseas investors, providing something for everyone due to the 
range on offer from single regional hotels to trophy assets in London.

Blackpool Council say: The £300 million Blackpool Central 
development will bring world-class visitor attractions to a landmark 

site on the famous Golden Mile. A range of indoor attractions will 
be built, including the UK’s first flying theatre, the world’s first 
multimedia exhibition of its kind and the most advanced virtual 

reality experience on an epic scale.

Northern Powerhouse Minister James Wharton says: Blackpool is 
the latest town set to benefit from having these additional business 
freedoms, which is a real boost for the town’s ambitions to become 
a centre of excellence for the UK energy sector, as well as being the 
home of the world-famous illuminations. On top of this, by closing 

the economic gap between the North and South and attracting new 
businesses to the Enterprise Zone, it could secure the future of 

Blackpool Airport for years to come.

Savills say: In total, Blackpool has a robust current supply of 
approximately 10,500 hotel bedrooms. This is due to be reinforced 

with a further 1,032 rooms across 11 hotels by 2020…. This new influx 
of hotel investment in Blackpool is very much supported by the 

industry’s key performance indicators. UK annual occupancy rates 
showed an average increase of 1.8 per cent from 2016 to 2017, while 
the average daily rates also rose over this period by 5.8 per cent… 
This flurry of investment activity points towards an exciting future 

for Blackpool. Further expansion of high-quality conference and 
events facilities coupled with growth in hotel accommodation will 
ensure that it is attractiveness from both a business and tourism 

point of view is maximised.

Investing in hotels tends to be one of the lowest risk investments and 
an excellent option to Brexit proof an existing portfolio, especially 

when it is UK based.

The weakened pound has continued to draw greater than anticipated 
tourist numbers and invited more domestic staycation holidays, 

which has ensured that occupancy rates have grown, with the regions 
seeing record high occupancy rates of 77%. (costar.co.uk) 



The Management
The Know Group 

The Know Group ‘know’ how to run hotels! They operate The 
Richmond Hotel in Liverpool, The Townhouse in Chester and Sleep 
Eat Love in Liverpool along with Love thy Neighbour restaurant in 

Hatton Garden, Liverpool. Their value is that their team “Love, Sleep, 
Eat, Repeat” Hospitality and they aim to deliver a service that is 

grounded, knowledgeable and approachable. Their hotels are clean, 
fresh and ooze modernity.  

The Know Group have their own Hospitality academy called Know 
Hospitality. They run 4-week courses for trainees who are given a 

uniform and train directly in one of their hotels/hostels. The trainees 
get to take part in housekeeping, bartending, reception work, 

beauty if applicable and accounts. The aim of the course is to place 
graduates into work or apprenticeships in hospitality at the end of 

the training.

The Richmond Hotel - Liverpool

The Townhouse Hotel - Chester

Sleep, Eat, Love - Liverpool



The information contained with this document is a general guide. This information does not constitute 

an offer or a contract and we (or anyone in our company) do not imply, make or give any representation, 

guarantee or warranty whatsoever relating to the terms contained herein. any intending investor must 

satisfy themselves as to the correctness of any of the statements, plans or images contained herein. 

Images are for reference purposes only.


